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FROM THE EDITOR

The Power of Patient Advocacy

This quote is from an actual patient—my neighbor and someone who is actively involved with her health: “I felt like my own personal ‘disease detective’ by really helping to solve my health mystery! I began to feel better just because I felt more involved.” She is a 45-year-old woman who scrupulously keeps her annual exams, walks 2 miles daily, does yoga 3 times a week, eats healthy, and takes her multivitamins. In the past 6 months, though, she has not been feeling well and has visited her doctor several times but received little satisfaction. Unconvinced, she decided to take a more proactive role in her diagnosis and began journaling her health by noting her symptoms, monitoring her blood pressure, temperature, oxygen, and weight, and logging the foods she ate. At her next doctor’s appointment, she was well prepared for a data-driven discussion with her physician. By sharing her individualized data and experiences combined with her physician’s medical knowledge, she ultimately received a diagnosis and worked with her doctor to formulate a treatment appropriate—and specifically—for her. This real-world example is just one of many that demonstrates improved outcomes and care when a patient actively engages and collaborates with a healthcare provider. A patient’s voice and personal advocacy are crucial not only to benefit their own healthcare but to drive improved care and outcomes for future patients with similar health issues. In fact, published research has demonstrated that as patients become more involved in their healthcare, they experience improved outcomes.

In today’s health-conscious environment, both patients and caregivers have access to numerous healthcare resources, including online patient blogs, communities, and advocacy organizations. These platforms bring everyday value to patients’ lives by allowing them to better coordinate their care, find knowledgeable healthcare providers, navigate complex health systems, and connect to a community of patients who may be experiencing similar health issues. Patient advocacy organizations bolster this value by actively representing patients and their interests in disease awareness, patient care, clinical research, and policy making—all in the altruistic cause of improving patient care and outcomes.

As researchers, it is essential for us to partner and engage with patients because—as evidenced in the literature—patient involvement can minimize morbidity, mortality, and costs. Representing patient views and perspectives in clinical trials can only improve timelines and reduce costs because appropriately designed studies will better capture outcomes important to patients and not just outcomes necessary for drug registration. Not only can patients serve as knowledgeable study subjects in clinical trials, but they can also enable protocol development, clinical study design, and methodology; inform manufacturers throughout the full development cycle of the product; and facilitate optimal patient enrollment in clinical trials. The ultimate result is a win-win for both patient and manufacturer.

Collaboration and transparency must exist among all healthcare stakeholders to establish trust and credibility in the healthcare system. Patients should be empowered by, knowledgeable of, and engaged in their healthcare by being a voice in the system and serving as one of the key stakeholders in decision making. ISPOR is already doing its part by engaging patients globally and hosting patient roundtables, short courses, webinars, and conferences with the goal of providing patients worldwide with a forum to actively share their experiences with other stakeholders. By involving patients today, we can only further improve patient outcomes for the generations to come.

As always, I welcome input from our readers. Please feel free to email me at zeba.m.khan@hotmail.com.

Zeba M. Khan, RPh, PhD
Editor-in-Chief, Value & Outcomes Spotlight
Persisting in a Pandemic State: ISPOR Moves Forward

Nancy S. Berg, CEO/Executive Director, ISPOR

While it is sometimes difficult at first to see opportunities and successes when you’re facing obstacles or complexities, they always exist. Even during a global pandemic when millions are affected, lives are lost, families and businesses suffer (and life just isn’t the same), I am proud and pleased that ISPOR continues to engage in and achieve its mission. Your Society continues to make positive impact and important change even as we move through and beyond the effects of COVID-19.

Even in the midst of the pandemic, 2021 was an active year for ISPOR. We produced 2 major virtual conferences and dozens of educational programs, including short courses and webinars. We successfully launched the new HEOR Solutions Center and announced a new ISPOR Science Strategy. With the commitment and engagement of its members in the hundreds of groups, committees, and chapters, ISPOR has remained active—ensuring that your Society’s impact on healthcare decision making was strengthened.

Throughout the pandemic, your Society has firmly positioned itself as a thought leader in the HEOR community, publishing many new ISPOR Reports in our journals and on our website. ISPOR’s special interest groups remain vibrant; our organization evolved to become more digital; and we are actively preparing a variety of scientific programs that will be delivered in person as well as virtually in 2022. ISPOR’s annual conferences will offer opportunities for both in-person and virtual attendance. Our ISPOR 2022 conference will be held May 15-18 in the Washington, DC, USA area and the ISPOR Europe 2022 conference is scheduled for 6-9 November in Vienna, Austria. ISPOR chapters are also planning some in-person meetings in 2022, advancing ISPOR’s mission at the local/regional levels.

In 2021, ISPOR produced several health policy webinars that updated members on major changes and challenges across the globe, and continued to build on its payer engagement strategies. The Health Technology Assessment (HTA) Roundtables and Patient Representative Roundtables produced for each major region resulted in ongoing dialogue with several hundred HTA leaders and dozens of patient engagement organizations—just 2 examples of important multistakeholder discussions that are fundamental to ISPOR’s success.

ISPOR’s Real World Evidence (RWE) Initiative continues to progress. The objective of ISPOR’s RWE effort is to support the scientific priorities developed in 2020. Throughout the process, we have seen a straight path and eager collaborators around issues involving RWE that have resulted in some high-visibility invitations to speak at small and large virtual events and to actively engage with regulatory bodies, including both the US Food and Drug Administration and the European Medicines Agency, as well as important groups such as the US National Library of Medicine’s ClinicalTrials.gov. Additionally, ISPOR was recently invited to be a member of the European Network of Centres for Pharmacoepidemiology and Pharmacovigilance Steering Committee. Discussions across stakeholder groups is paramount to ensure that all perspectives are included in key advancements and decisions around RWE. The Real-World Evidence Transparency Initiative has also recently launched the RWE Registry, which provides researchers with a fit-for-purpose platform to register their study designs—before they begin work—to facilitate the transparency needed to elevate the trust in the results. In 2022, ISPOR will continue to highlight RWE as part of its conference programs and enhance its communication and educational efforts around this important area. The ISPOR Real-World Evidence Special Interest Group is developing plans for a future survey of members regarding their support, concerns, and questions about study preregistration.

ISPOR’s publications continue to be the leading publishing platforms for health economics and outcomes research. In 2022, we anticipate 12 regular issues of Value in Health (plus 2 online conference abstract issues); 4 themed sections, and publication of 11 ISPOR Reports, including 6 Good Practices Reports, (one of which is the CHEERS 2022 update), 4 reports from special interest groups, and 1 from a working group. There will also be 6 issues of Value in Health Regional Issues (which now includes content from all regions in every issue); 6 issues of Value & Outcomes Spotlight, and 12 issues of the ISPOR’s new HEOR News Brief (whew!). Value in Health delivers a preeminent 5.725 impact factor, which represents a 20.6% increase over the previous year.

Inside the operation at ISPOR, we are designing a new content strategy to ensure that delivery of the Society’s programs and discussions align not only with ISPOR’s Science Strategy themes, but also incorporate late-breaking issues, as well as evolving member interests and preferences. Development of eLibrary and eLearning offerings are on the 2022 agenda, as well as an expansion of efforts to increase collaboration and engagement with members through online communities. Online communities are evolving in participation and provide members
with connections and information specific to interest areas. The new “All Member Community” planned for a mid-year launch will be a source of information-sharing and opportunity to dialogue with members and ISPOR leaders. You may have also noticed emails communicating opportunities to get involved. A new section on the ISPOR website lists volunteer and engagement opportunities—check this website often and communicate your interests.

Finally, ISPOR is sponsoring major activities in low- and middle-income countries and a Leadership Development Initiative that is being shaped to ensure that your Society has a robust pipeline of future leaders and diversity in its membership. Despite the challenges and obstacles of living in a pandemic state, ISPOR moves forward. I invite you to get involved in these or other efforts at your Society. ISPOR’s success depends on the leadership and support of its members.

Members are ISPOR; ISPOR is the heart of HEOR; and HEOR is the foundation for improving healthcare decisions.

If you’re looking for insights into HEOR… you’ll find everything you need at ISPOR.org.
A new CHEERS 2022 report (“Consolidated Health Economic Evaluation Reporting Standards (CHEERS) 2022 Explanation and Elaboration: A Report of the ISPOR CHEERS II Good Practices Task Force”) was published in the January issue of *Value in Health*. In addition to the full report, 16 other journals (including ISPOR’s own *Value in Health Regional Issues*, which published a Spanish translation) co-published a summary statement endorsing the updated CHEERS reporting standards.

The initial CHEERS report was published in 2013 and has quickly become one of ISPOR’s most highly cited Good Practices Reports. In light of its overall impact in the health economics and outcomes research (HEOR) field, Zeba M. Khan, RPh, PhD (Editor-in-Chief of *Value & Outcomes Spotlight*) sat down with the CHEERS Task Force Co-Chairs, Don Husereau, BScPharm, MSc, and Michael F. Drummond, MCom, DPhil, to give us a better understanding of what exactly the CHEERS reporting standards are, what precipitated the update in 2022, why our readers should care about this update, and whether the CHEERS health economic evaluation reporting standards will help improve healthcare decisions.

We have created a 5-minute video that captures the highlights of the CHEERS 2022 update, with a transcript of the discussion to the right.

Stay tuned for future installments of the full-length videos of each interview question and responses.

### Examining the Impact of CHEERS 2022

**What is CHEERS?**

**Zeba Khan:** Hello everyone. I’m Zeba Khan, ISPOR’s Editor-in-Chief for *Value & Outcomes Spotlight*. I’m joined here with our two task force chairs, Professor Mike Drummond and Don Husereau. We will be discussing what is CHEERS and why this is important and may be useful for us as stakeholders.

The first CHEERS report was published back in 2013 and has become one of ISPOR’s highly cited Good Practices Reports. Can you explain what the CHEERS report is and why is it important?

**Don Husereau:** CHEERS is an attempt to take reporting guidance that had existed in various forms and consolidate it into one useful, existing reporting guidance. It also takes into account the latest thinking in terms of how economic evaluation should be reported. We called it the “Consolidated Health Economic Evaluation Reporting Standards” (CHEERS) because we had revisited all the reporting guidance that had been developed to date and tried to make something that represented the minimal amount of information that was necessary for people to make sense of economic evaluations.

**Michael Drummond:** Maybe I could add to what Don said and to point out that CHEERS has been adopted as one of the guidelines in the EQUATOR Network. I think people will be familiar with CONSORT and STROBE and PRISMA, and CHEERS has that status as well as being an ISPOR Task Force Report.

**What precipitated this update?**

**ZK:** Regarding the update to the CHEERS report, we know it was just released in *Value in Health*. My question to you is what really precipitated that update and why do you feel the time was right for an update now?

**MD:** Well, there were basically two reasons why we felt it was time to update CHEERS. The first one is that there’ve been developments in the field of economic evaluation since 2013. Two areas in particular are the way that value
is being characterized. I think there was a feeling on the original CHEERS that we were just focusing on QALYs too much.

The other development has been the growth of distributional cost-effectiveness analysis (ie, the fact that we might care about who gets the benefits as well as the benefits in total). Then I think the other thing was that there have been developments in the environment in which we conduct economic evaluations, growing the use of these studies in decision-making settings.

I think the fact that there’s much more interest in transparency in research to make it absolutely clear what you’ve done and what you’ve not done. Then there’s a growing interest in incorporating patients and the general public in the developments in health services research. Taking all of that together, we felt it was time to revise CHEERS.

Why should Value & Outcomes Spotlight readers care?

ZK: The readers of Value & Outcomes Spotlight include both HEOR professionals and non-HEOR experts. Why should the readers of Value & Outcomes Spotlight about this? What does it really mean for them? Can you just go into a little bit more specifics for us?

DH: Economic evaluations, although they’re often conducted and reported by specialists, have implications for everybody. They’re usually intended to help make important decisions about people’s health—that’s either your health now or your future health. We’re all patients or future patients. So, we need to care about the fact that we’re doing these analyses to inform decision making. Economic evaluations shouldn’t be opaque, they should be easy to understand.

CHEERS is there to make sure that all the information that’s there to help us understand is there—but in a structured way—so that we can make quick sense of what the study says and what it doesn’t say.

Will CHEERS help improve healthcare decisions?

ZK: I guess one thing I would like to ask is how do you see it being used in the HEOR community and beyond? ISPOR’s mission is to improve healthcare decisions—will this help improve healthcare decisions?

MD: Well, clearly as more and more economic evaluations get used in the context of health technology assessment, it’s important that the decision makers get good access to what’s been done in a particular study so that they can appraise it in making their decisions.

DH: But at the end of the day, it’s the person who’s reading the report, who’s using it for decision making, that has to be sure that it meets a certain standard. I think that’s what CHEERS is intending to do.

ZK: Well, this has been great. Don, Mike, thank you so much for sharing your insights into how CHEERS may be useful for all of us as various stakeholders and in various geographies to learn about this, leverage the tools, and help to improve healthcare decisions. Thank you so much…and I want to end by saying, “Cheers!”

RESEARCHERS
CHEERS serves as the ideal template for those designing and reporting studies, and provides a useful tool for those conducting systematic literature reviews.

PAYERS/HTA BODIES
Payers and health technology assessors can use CHEERS to assess the reporting quality of economic evaluations of new drugs, diagnostics, devices, and health innovations to inform coverage decisions.

FACULTY/STUDENTS
CHEERS can be leveraged as an educational tool to prepare those within the HEOR discipline to critically evaluate and formulate credible health economic research.

PATIENT REPRESENTATIVES
CHEERS provides a layer of clarity and consistency in reporting that will ultimately be helpful to the patients who benefit from decisions that consider the appropriate use of health interventions.

EDITORS AND PEER REVIEWERS
Journal editors and peer reviewers can apply CHEERS to uphold quality in research by encouraging authors to report their work according to these standards and to provide a completed CHEERS 2022 checklist as part of their submissions.
Digital therapeutics are an up-and-coming segment in healthcare, with the goal of many companies to achieve regulatory and payer approval with their interventions. At the top of the market is Pear Therapeutics, which went public in 2021 through a special purpose acquisition and has 3 US Food and Drug Administration-approved products: reSET®, for use as an adjuvant to standard outpatient therapy to treat patients with substance use disorder for stimulants, cannabis, cocaine, and alcohol; reSET-O®, for helping those with opioid use disorder stay in recovery programs; and Somryst®, for the treatment of chronic insomnia. Investors seem to believe in the company, with Pear’s shares trading on the first Monday of 2022 more than 27% higher, despite no new corporate announcements.

But there are many startups in this space also trying to generate prescription digital therapeutics, and they have received a lot of investor attention. According to Rock Health, a venture capital firm that specializes in digital healthcare, for the first 3 quarters of 2021, total funding amounted to $21.3 billion across 541 deals, with an average deal size of $39.4 million. This compares to $14.6 billion 2020, when investment in digital health surpassed $10 billion for the first time. The main area of investment continues to be digital health companies using software to accelerate research and development, delivering on-demand healthcare services, and supporting the treatment of disease. Like Pear, many of these startups are concentrating on complex mental and behavioral health support, including serious mental illness and substance use disorders. Companies receiving notable investments recently include NOCD, which connects patients to Exposure and Response Prevention-trained therapists ($33 million in September 2020); and Quit Genius, which is developing workplace-employed solutions for tobacco, vaping, opioid, and alcohol addictions ($65 million in July 2020).

“What we’ve seen, especially over the last 3 to 4 years, is this rapid acceleration in the investment behind these businesses at the nexus of technology and healthcare,” says Tom Cassels, President and General Manager of Rock Health’s Advisory business. “Along with that investment, we’ve also seen a significant uptick in the adoption of consumer of tools that are used for self-management and care management.”

LOOKING AT THE DOWNSTREAM VALUE AS INVESTMENT IN DIGITAL HEALTH INCREASES

• According to Rock Health, for the first 3 quarters of 2021, total funding for digital therapeutics companies amounted to $21.3 billion
• The main area of investment continues to be digital health companies using software to accelerate research and development
• The market for digital therapeutics is fairly fragmented, but a growing trend is the development of platforms that can be adopted across the digital health spectrum

IN BRIEF
Cassels describes the marketplace for digital therapeutics and digital health as “fairly fragmented.” He states, “One of the things that is becoming more and more of a trend is the development of platforms that encompass multiple use cases for technology in healthcare that we at Rock Health call ‘the platform wars.’” Cassels adds, “I also would say that the trend that we’ve seen is likely to continue accelerating.”

While investors expect a return on the dollars, what is the “return” for those downstream in the healthcare continuum who have to evaluate the value that digital therapeutics have to offer to patients, clinicians, and payers? And how can investors direct their efforts in more innovative ways to unlock more value in the system?

Digital Therapeutics and Determining Value

Alyssa Jaffee is a partner at 7wireVentures where she focuses on investments in digital healthcare and technology-enabled services that empower consumers to be better stewards of their health. Jaffee says, “Digital health enables the unlocking of a lot of value that the healthcare system wasn’t able to unlock historically.”

7wireVentures actually invested in No-Compulsion-Disorder (NOCD) for very concrete reasons of value, according to Jaffee. NOCD not only addresses the patient access challenges in finding a mental health provider by enabling teletherapy, it provides patients with wraparound tools they need outside of therapy sessions to address their triggers and a community of like-minded individuals. NOCD “actually brings your therapy to where you are and ultimately helps to improve outcomes,” Jaffee says. While she acknowledges that digital therapy cannot totally replace in-office therapy, she envisions it becoming more like a banking model, where users can deposit checks by phone apps, but can also walk into an office if needed.

Vineeta Agarwala, MD, PhD, a general partner at Andreessen Horowitz, leads investments for the firm’s bio fund across therapeutics, diagnostics, and digital health, with a focus on companies that are leveraging unique datasets to improve drug development and patient care delivery. As a still-practicing physician, Agarwala has found herself referring patients to websites to get the care that is more difficult to access within the boundaries of a large healthcare system, such as cognitive behavioral therapy for a patient with cancer or for someone experiencing sleep disorder problems.

One thing that she has noticed with digital health companies is that they are pushing the boundaries of the definition of the payer from more than just insurance companies, or Medicare and Medicaid, to patients as well, who are now paying more than $500 billion in out-of-pocket costs every year. “The payer is a really interesting decision maker in our ecosystem because they have to be somewhat rational,” Agarwala says.

“Payers are particularly unique decision makers that often can give a startup or an incumbent credit for higher-quality care if it also potentially reduces the need for care.”
— Vineeta Agarwala
“What we’ve seen, especially over the last 3 to 4 years, is this rapid acceleration in the investment behind businesses at the nexus of technology and healthcare.”

— Tom Cassels

“There used to be—especially in the provider community—this view that the payer is the enemy and the payer is blocking the ability to deliver care because they’re just trying to save cost. The payer is the only entity that you know, but there's churn, and patients aren't on the same plan forever, and they are incented, to some extent, to think about long-term cost of care. And so payers are particularly unique decision makers that often can give a startup or an incumbent credit for higher-quality care if it also potentially reduces the need for care.” She points out that a company like NOCD can prove its downstream value by showing that well-treated OCD is easier and less expensive to manage than untreated OCD over many years.

The Challenges of Digital Health Data and Regulation

One of the things that digital health companies are doing is generating a lot of data about patients, but Jaffee and Agarwala say making that data actionable for health economics and outcomes research (HEOR) is another challenge.

“I do not want to make light of how difficult it is to actually take these data, particularly thinking about preventive healthcare, which is longitudinal data,” Jaffee says. While she has seen progress with third-party companies working with digital health companies and taking an actuarial stance to analyzing the data and presenting the results in a more real-time, accurate way, “I would say we’re not even midway through the mountain at this point.”

Another thing to keep in mind, Agarwala states, is that part of the “tsunami” of digital health investment “is actually largely untethered to very specific regulatory pathways.” This means some of the digital health innovation that is being funded is not subject to all of the same regulations that a new drug, diagnostic test, or medical device would be. On the one hand, for example, services that would help connect a patient to care would not necessarily have to be tied to a regulatory pathway—but this could become a bottleneck for these innovations to some extent, as payers, health systems, providers, independent clinics, and patients will have the autonomy to make decisions about whether to use, adopt, and pay for these solutions.

And while some of these innovations will undergo regulatory review, the question is whether the system as it stands at present can actually handle the flood of innovation for evaluation. “No, [it’s] probably not completely ready for the extent to which we now have the capacity to create those kinds of interventions,” Agarwala says. “But is the system kind of gearing and priming for readiness? I would say absolutely.” And the return on investment frameworks and value frameworks that have been instituted in the last few years will mature and get better and more accurate, she adds.

The Value of Digital Health and ISPOR

Cassels, Agarwala, and Jaffee discussed the highlights, possible implications, and learnings from investment activity in digital health companies at ISPOR’s fourth installment in the Signal series, “Venture Capital Investment: Upstream Decision Making on Value in Healthcare.” The speakers examined how innovation in healthcare—from therapies to research on the best care protocols—is funded before concrete solutions come to the market, and how that paradigm can change.

“Digital health enables the unlocking of a lot of value that the healthcare system wasn’t able to unlock historically.”

— Alyssa Jaffee
ISPOR started the Signal program to bring a broader understanding of innovation (beyond product innovation), with the goal of putting these issues front and center for the HEOR community. Each episode in the series is a self-contained installment and not dependent on the previous episodes. However, all of them are connected by an intent to look at the concept of innovation and experience with it from different groups of healthcare stakeholders, building foresight into how these innovations might impact healthcare decision making in the next decade.

The Signal Series episode, “The New Science of Cause and Effect: Causal Revolution Applied,” welcomed Judea Pearl, professor of computer science and director of the Cognitive Systems Laboratory, Samueli School of Engineering, UCLA, Los Angeles, CA, USA, the world-renowned computer scientist and philosopher, who made a presentation on how causal models interact with data and work in scientific applications today, and discussed the challenges with regard to application and opportunities of modern computing tools in HEOR. We will cover this episode more in-depth in a future edition of Value & Outcomes Spotlight.

Read more about past Signal events in Value & Outcomes Spotlight

- ISPOR Generates a Signal for Transmitting Innovation
- From Measuring Costs to Measuring Outcomes: Revamping Healthcare at a System Level
- Beyond Cost-Effectiveness: Defining and Mapping Out Innovation at NICE

For more information and to register
www.ispor.org/signal

About the author
Christiane Truelove is a freelance medical writer based in Bristol, PA.
HEOR NEWS

1 Chilean Health Ministry Is Urged to Issue a Compulsory License for the Pfizer COVID-19 Pill (Pharmalot)
Innovate Corporacion, a nongovernmental organization, and the Chilean Association of Pharmaceutical Chemists and Biochemists are seeking to make it possible for generic manufacturers to sell versions of Pfizer's COVID-19 medicine, paxlovid, in Chile. Read more.

2 White House Seeks Out Community Digital Health Examples (pharmaphorum)
The White House Office of Science and Technology Policy is seeking information about ways to deploy digital health technologies effectively in community settings, particularly looking at community-based programs in populations that are currently underserved by healthcare. Read more.

3 Which Countries Are on Track to Reach Global COVID-19 Vaccination Targets? (Our World in Data)
As the World Health Organization sets a goal that every country will have fully vaccinated at least 70% of its population by mid-2022, the United States, many countries in Africa, and others are not on track to achieve this standard, according to recent data. Read more.

4 Hospital Lawsuits Over Unpaid Bills Increased By 37% in Wisconsin From 2001 to 2018 (Health Affairs)
Wisconsin court records from the period 2001–2018 show that lawsuits to recover patients’ unpaid medical bills increased 37% during this period, from 1.12 per 1000 residents in 2001 to 1.53 per 1000 residents in 2018, with lawsuits being disproportionately directed at Black patients and patients living in poorer and less densely populated counties. Read more.

5 Germany Extends Test Phase for ePrescriptions (mobihealth news)
The launch of the country's mandate for digital prescriptions, scheduled for the beginning of January, has been postponed at the direction of the German Federal Ministry of Health because the necessary technical systems are not yet available across the board. Read more.

6 Pragmatic Clinical Trials—Ready for Prime Time? (JAMA Network Open)
Pragmatic trials, conducted in everyday clinical settings, could overcome some of the limitations of traditional trials. Read more.

7 A New Paradigm Is Needed: Top Experts Question the Value of Advance Care Planning (Kaiser Health News)
A group of prominent experts is saying efforts to get people to specify their end-of-life wishes before becoming terminally ill—including living wills, do-not-resuscitate orders, and other written materials expressing treatment preferences—should stop because they haven't improved end-of-life care. Read more.

8 France Says 110,000 Fake Health Passes in Circulation (France 24)
Some 110,000 fake health passes showing proof of vaccination against COVID-19 are in circulation in France according to the interior ministry, with hundreds of investigations launched against makers and users of the forged documents. Read more.

While the rest of the world is learning to live with COVID-19, in China authorities are doubling down on their “zero-COVID-19” policy, trying to stamp out the disease whenever it appears and at any cost. Read more.

10 The Role of NITAGs and HTA Agencies in Decision Making for Vaccines (PRMA Consulting)
Marie Chivers, Senior Consultant, looks at the role of national immunization technical advisory groups (NITAGs) as critical stakeholders in decision making for vaccines and considers the varying role of health technology assessment (HTA) agencies in the vaccine appraisal process. Read more.
Celiac disease, a chronic inflammatory disease affecting the gut, can be severely debilitating in terms of its effect on patients unless managed by a gluten-free diet (GFD). It affects 1% of the population of the United States and Europe. Although the GFD can be effective, adhering to the strict dietary measures required can be a burden on patients. The combination of the symptoms of celiac disease and the GFD are highly impactful on patients’ health-related quality of life (HRQOL).

To assess HRQOL, there are disease-specific instruments currently in use: the Celiac Disease Questionnaire, the Celiac Symptom Index, and the Celiac Disease Quality of Life (CD-QOL). However, these were developed from items identified through literature reviews or clinical experts rather than from patient inputs. The study described by Leffler, et al describes a method of exploring the impact of celiac disease and GFDs on HRQOL as experienced by patients and describes how a conceptual model was derived through qualitative patient interviews.

The study followed the US Food and Drug Administration’s Patient-Reported Outcome Measures Guidance for Industry (2009) and informed the development of 3 celiac-specific outcome measures: the Celiac Disease Symptom Diary, the Impact of Celiac Disease Symptoms Questionnaire, and the Impact of Adhering to a Gluten-Free Diet Questionnaire. The study design was a cross-sectional qualitative study with the sample size being determined by data saturation (the point at which no new information is obtained by new data) rather than a prespecified sample size. Patients were recruited from a celiac disease center in Boston and patients’ medical charts were reviewed to ascertain whether inclusion criteria were met. Eligible patients who were 18 and older were then contacted to ascertain their interest in participating in the study. Semistructured interviews were then conducted one-on-one in person where possible and interviews were conducted by the same expert interviewer.

The data set was then coded and analyzed by experienced qualitative researchers and data were analyzed using thematic analysis. This involved an initial reading and rereading of the data to identify themes and categories, as well as to identify relationships between symptoms and impact. Qualitative analysis software was used to facilitate this process. Emergent themes and concepts were monitored with coding concordance assessed by a second coder who analyzed all the transcripts. The 2 coders met along with another team member to discuss and reconcile differences. This process continued until concept saturation was achieved. The codes and concepts identified were developed into a conceptual model upon review by all authors and an expert panel of 4 celiac disease clinical experts.

Twenty-one patients participated in the study, at which point the data saturation had been reached. The mean age was 42; 71% of the participants were women and 91% Caucasian. Qualitative analysis identified the themes that impact the HRQOL of patients with celiac disease as being as follows (Figure 1): fears and anxiety, day-to-day management of celiac disease, physical functioning, sleep, daily activities, social activities, emotional functioning, and relationships. Overall rate of adherence to a GFD was 90.5%.
Highlights of the findings and themes that were identified show that celiac disease can have a significant impact on how everyday life is experienced by patients. For example, abdominal pain, nausea, and bodily pain prevented patients from going shopping and interfered with work and study.

In terms of social activities, participants reported difficulties with eating out, worrying about whether restaurant kitchens could prepare a GFD meal appropriately. Sometimes that meant that participants would choose to avoid social outings.

Participants also felt depression and anxiety due to the symptoms, causing frustration with themselves. Similarly, in relationships there were times when having to discuss their need to adhere to a GFD caused some family or friends to show a lack of understanding or annoyance.

Aside from gathering evidence directly from patients to develop the new HRQOL instruments, this study was the first to attempt to measure the impact of adhering to a GFD. This clearly is an important part of managing the disease, which improves symptoms at the same time as it is particularly burdensome on patients’ lives. This shows that a key feature of patient centeredness may have been missing from prior HRQOL instruments.

The article highlights the role that patients can play in research that feeds into decision making about their well-being. It would be worth a visit to readers who are interested in ways in which patients themselves can be involved in the process of developing HRQOL measurements. The study was timely and highly appropriate given that in recent years, the role of the patient’s voice is being increasingly recognized as important in making well-informed and widely accepted decisions that can improve patient treatment and quality of life outcomes.
RESEARCH ROUNDPUP

**Patient-centered drug approval: the role of patient advocacy in the drug approval process**


**Summary**

This article sheds light on the evolution of the drug approval process to include a significant focus on the patient voice as opposed to only relying strongly on evidence generated through randomized controlled trials. The article underscores the need for a patient-centered approach to drug approval, especially in the case of rare diseases such as Duchenne muscular dystrophy, where it may not be possible to recruit enough participants to conduct a randomized controlled trial that is sufficiently powered to yield robust statistical inference. Overall, the article discusses the intended and potential unintended consequences of adopting a patient-centered approach to support the drug approval process.

**Relevance**

Incorporating the patient voice has implications for several stakeholders involved in the drug approval process. With regards to rare diseases, pharmaceutical manufacturers may have insufficient evidence to support the efficacy and safety of a drug, regulatory agencies can leverage information from patient advocacy groups to aid decision making. As a consequence of having a small patient population associated with a rare disease, pharmaceutical manufacturers are unable to conduct large clinical trials to meet to regulatory requirements for drug approval. As in the case of Duchenne muscular dystrophy, inclusion of the patient voice can help manufacturers overcome hurdles associated with market entry through accelerated approval pathways provided by regulatory agencies. Importantly, for diseases with few therapeutic options, using a patient-centered approach to support drug approvals can help improve patient’s accessibility to novel treatments.

However, including the patient voice during the drug approval process may result in certain unintended consequences. For example, terminally ill patients may advocate for the approval of a novel treatment associated with insufficient safety and efficacy information. Consequently, these high-cost drugs may drive up insurance premiums and increase the cost-sharing burden among insurance plan members that may not have the disease of interest. In conclusion, an appropriate balance may need to be struck between regulatory agencies that incorporate the patient voice to help expedite the drug approval process and a patient’s willingness to accept risk associated with the use of a drug despite limited evidence.

**Enhancing the incorporation of the patient’s voice in drug development and evaluation**


**Summary**

The present article discusses the Patient-Focused Drug Development (PFDD) program initiated by the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) in 2012 with the objective of collecting patient perspectives on diseases and associated treatments. As a part of the PFDD initiative, the FDA organizes public meetings that focus on engaging patients to discuss the most serious symptoms associated with their disease as well as treatment options they may pursue for their condition. These meetings may be tailored depending on the disease discussed, available therapeutic options for treating a condition, specific patient needs, or items the FDA review division may seek more information on. The PFDD meetings can include participation from patients, caregivers, or patient representatives. In summary, the FDA-driven PFDD meetings highlight the organization’s priority in helping plug information gaps related to the incorporation of patient perspectives during the drug development process.

**Relevance**

The article underscores the need for patient involvement during the drug development process especially because patients can best describe their experience with a disease and related therapeutic treatments. Hence, they are best positioned to inform regulatory agencies and healthcare decision makers on their preferences for care. Conversely, the meetings also help the FDA understand the burden of an illness on a patient and their caregivers and the risk–benefit perception that patients have towards available treatments. This information can in turn help the FDA with decision making related to approval of products for marketing and better advise pharmaceutical manufacturers on their drug development processes.

**EUPATI guidance for patient involvement in medicines research and development (R&D); guidance for pharmaceutical industry-led medicines R&D**


**Summary**

This article discusses the guidance documents prepared by the European Patients’ Academy on Therapeutic Innovation (EUPATI) on following structured steps to help incorporate the
The documents developed by EUPATI were based on a series of internal and external consultations with various stakeholders involved in the drug development process. They include guidance on patient involvement during the research and development phase conducted by pharmaceutical companies, approval discussions by regulatory agencies, and product-related health technology assessments.

**Relevance**
The article stresses the need for structured rules and steps for patient involvement in the drug development process in order to obtain effective results for all stakeholders involved. Adopting this approach can help increase transparency, trust, and respect between patients and stakeholders including pharmaceutical companies and regulatory agencies. Importantly, it would provide a systematic approach towards ensuring that patient-related unmet needs, research priorities, and preferred clinical endpoints are considered during the drug development process.

**Note from the Section Editor:**
Views, thoughts, and opinions expressed in this section are my own and not those of any organization, committee, group, or individual that I am affiliated with.
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PATIENT ADVOCACY
The Growing Voice of Healthcare
Timely and proper care after receiving a chronic illness diagnosis is extremely important in order to maximize and improve health outcomes. However, navigating the very intricate healthcare system can often feel like maneuvering through a maze with no exit in sight. Patients and their families suddenly become responsible for finding the right care providers, scheduling numerous doctors’ appointments, following complex treatment regimens, and even voicing their concerns to the industry and government decision makers. All of this can be laborious, difficult, and sometimes even close to impossible to manage without some assistance. Therefore, finding the right emotional and informational support at the time when everything seems to be crumbling into pieces becomes imperative. Sarah Johnson, Head of Patient Advocacy for the IQVIA Middle East and Africa region, Durham, NC, USA, points out that in the United Kingdom, healthcare professionals will often provide information about the available patient support organizations at the point of diagnosis, and even if they don’t, patients can usually find the right organizations or nonorganization-centered communities online.

Giving Voice to the Patient in Patient-Centered Care

Over the past few decades, patient advocacy groups such as the American Cancer Society and the Alzheimer’s Association have become increasingly more involved in disease awareness, care, and research. Most of us have likely heard of or even participated in a charity walk for breast cancer, diabetes, arthritis, or some other severe disease. These fundraising efforts help support patients and represent their interests in shaping healthcare towards more patient-centered decision making not only in physicians’ offices but also in clinical research and policy making. This switch to patient-focused care is long overdue. Suzanne Schrandt, JD, Founder and CEO of ExPPect, Arlington, VA, USA, and Chairperson for the ISPOR Patient Council, Lawrenceville, NJ, USA, points out that, “Despite being the only constant in their own care, patients have been the one missing player in system-level healthcare decision making for most of the modern healthcare system.” She adds that while clinician knowledge and insights are extremely valuable, they cannot replace the unique lived experiences of the patients themselves and their caregivers.

Lack of Patient Insight Should Be a Red Light

When it comes to advocating for patient-centered drug and medical device development and health policy initiatives, much of the work has been led by patients, their caregivers, the patient communities and patient advocacy organizations, explains Elisabeth Oehrlein, PhD, MS, Assistant Vice President for Research & Programs at the National Health Council (NHC). Patient advocates are often personally impacted by a disease, whether themselves, a family member, or a close friend.

When it comes to advocating for patient-centered drug and medical device development and health policy initiatives, much of the work has been led by the patient communities and patient advocacy organizations.

This drives them to challenge assumptions and reimagine healthcare and research, putting patient needs, priorities, and desired outcomes at the center. As one outstanding example, Oehrlein mentions the Parent Project Muscular Dystrophy (PPMD), an organization founded by parents of children with Duchenne muscular dystrophy (DMD), should be mentioned.

DMD is the most fatal genetic childhood disorder with no cure, and it affects about 1 in 3500 boys worldwide. When in 2013 European Medicines Agency issued its first draft guidelines for muscular dystrophy drug development and approval, it soon became apparent to the DMD community that these guidelines did not appropriately address the needs of the patients. In response, PPMD and its partners created and submitted to the US Food and Drug Administration the first-ever, externally developed guidance for industry.1

“Despite being the only constant in their own care, patients have been the one missing player in system-level healthcare decision making for most of the modern healthcare system.”

— Suzanne Schrandt, JD

Milestones like these illustrate the important role patients bring to the drug development table, not only as study subjects, but also as protocol, methodology, and policy codesigners. In fact, 2017 research conducted by Dr Bennett Levitan and his team showed that patient engagement can also benefit the manufacturers. The team estimated that patient input during the early stages of study design may help avoid research protocol amendments; improve enrollment, adherence, and retention; and consequently accelerate product launch by as many as 2.5 years and add a financial value that 500-fold exceeds the initial patient engagement investment.2

The biopharmaceutical companies are starting to realize these benefits, and in recent years, patient involvement across the drug development pipeline has gained more traction. “The world of clinical development is changing, and the patient is taking center stage, quite rightly,” Johnson points out and adds that it is important to ensure that the patient engagement happens in a systematic manner, in a way that supports and protects them. In order to provide autonomy and reduce the patient burden, it’s crucial to level the playing field among all involved parties. It’s easy to imagine a scenario in which a patient is invited to a stakeholder meeting to voice their experiences and concerns in a room full of industry, payer, and provider representatives. While most patient advocates do feel very passionate and encouraged to communicate their...
issues, being outnumbered can often feel intimidating and disempowering. Luckily, this is an easy fix, explains Schrandt, “It’s much easier to feel like you need to be silent when you’re just one person. Having multiple patients in the room really helps with the power dynamic and patients feel that not only can they speak up but that they should do it.”

In addition, patient organizations frequently convene patients, researchers, and other experts to develop tools and resources to make it easier for patients and researchers to work together. For example, NHC-led working groups have developed educational resources to help patients feel prepared to engage in conversations around patient-focused drug development, value assessment, and real-world evidence. For researchers, recently developed resources include guidelines on applying patient insights when designing real-world research, a Patient Experience Mapping Toolbox, and a Patient Engagement Fair-Market Value Calculator to guide compensation. They also collaborate with organizations internationally, such as Patient-Focused Medicines Development (PFMD), to align resources.

**Operational Transparency Builds Trust and Credibility**

Such an undertaking understandably comes at a cost, and funding often appears to be the topic of contention for the patient advocacy organizations. PPMD, for example, has invested over $50 million in research and therapy development, and larger organizations such as the American Cancer Society have contributed billions of dollars to advance cancer research and improve patient quality of life. Since the majority of patient advocacy groups are nonprofit organizations, often a large proportion of their support comes from corporate sponsorships and is therefore viewed with skepticism by some.

“While there is no question that we still have a long way to go and many more milestones to reach, patient engagement in healthcare has currently gained a momentum, and we must take advantage of it.”

In 2017, Susannah L. Rose, PhD, and her team published findings of their investigative survey and showed that 67% of a national sample of patient advocacy organizations reported receiving funding from for-profit companies. Since these organizations are becoming increasingly more influential stakeholders in healthcare decision making, concerns are being raised regarding potential conflicts of interest and independence. However, Oehrlein explains that with the right protocols in place, good governance practices, and high level of transparency these concerns can be ameliorated. For example, the NHC maintains ‘Standards of Excellence’ for patient organization members related to transparency, expenditures, and governance. That is not to say that every organization that positions themselves as patient advocates has noble intentions.

As happens in every industry, on extremely rare occasions, a group identifying itself as a patient organization will instead be serving as a voice or lobbying body for a nonpatient, for-profit entity. Luckily, both experts agree that nearly everyone entering the advocacy field does so because of their passion, commitment, and willingness to improve care for themselves and future generations.

**ISPOR Helps to Carry the Momentum Forward**

ISPOR, too, has been involved extensively in improving patient engagement in health economics and outcomes research. Annual patient representative roundtables are being held worldwide with an aim to connect patients with other stakeholders. Additionally, through various short courses, webinars, and conferences, ISPOR works towards creating best practice guidelines and facilitates discussions between patients, the industry, and healthcare providers. While there is no question that we still have a long way to go and many more milestones to reach, patient engagement in healthcare has currently gained momentum, and we must take advantage of it. Patient voices must not only be heard, but they should also serve to lead and guide health innovation. After all, they are going to be the end-user of the product and should therefore be the priority.

---
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Improvement of clinical and quality-of-life outcomes with increased patient advocacy and engagement

- Proportion of patients with good medication adherence
- Quality of life rated as good or very good

Patient involvement and roles in health research and clinical trials

Purpose of patient involvement in healthcare research and clinical trials

% reported studies

- Documenting and advancing patient and public involvement: 39%
- Development and design of research: 42%
- Capacity building of subjects and staff: 10%
- Research implementation: 8%

Total number of studies/clinical trials = 119
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Introduction
There is universal agreement on the objective of defeating cancer. Neoadjuvant treatment administered at early potential curative settings has the potential to achieve this objective. But developing neoadjuvant treatment has unique challenges. It may take years to reach efficacy conclusions from endpoints such as overall survival, from trials in patients with early-stage disease and consequently impacting the opportunity to provide effective, potentially curative therapeutic options to patients. Although standards are slowly evolving, there is a lack of alignment among stakeholders on the suitability and value of non-overall survival endpoints and a need to increase mutual understanding to overcome the access challenges for neoadjuvant treatment in oncology.

Delivering Innovation Through Intervention
Neoadjuvant treatments for patients with cancer is vitally important and has a great potential to be curative or delay relapse and lower the overall burden of disease. In addition to improving the prognosis for patients, interventions at earlier stages of the disease (e.g., nonmetastatic settings) can reduce long-term direct and indirect costs for health systems. Some of the most recent scientific advances in treating cancers are immunotherapies. These are now being applied in early stage disease settings as neoadjuvant treatment. There are currently over 300 trials listed on ClinicalTrials.gov exploring the use of immunotherapy in early stage disease settings across several cancer types including breast, melanoma, renal cell cancer, esophageal cancer, and lung cancer.

There is considerable hope that the use of immunotherapies in neoadjuvant settings will activate the immune response to eradicate micrometastases thereby preventing recurrence of disease and improving overall survival while preserving quality of life.

An Access Challenge for Neoadjuvant Treatments in Oncology
There is a barrier that can affect the commercialization and fast uptake of these medicines: the lack of alignment between different stakeholders on the acceptance of endpoints other than overall survival used to demonstrate their clinical effectiveness. Market access and coverage policies for medicines have been based traditionally on randomized controlled trials that assess final outcomes such as overall survival, morbidity, and health-related quality of life. Given the medical need in many oncology indications and the promising benefits of immunotherapies, regulatory agencies have approved treatments increasingly based on evidence of their efficacy on biomarkers or intermediate endpoints (sometimes termed “surrogate endpoints” where there is a clear relationship with another endpoint of interest) to accelerate patient access.

Market access and coverage policies for medicines have traditionally been based on randomized controlled trials that assess final outcomes such as overall survival, morbidity, and health-related quality of life. However, reimbursement decision bodies and health technology assessment agencies in general have been less willing to accept these endpoints. There have been some exceptions. In some circumstances, they have also made recommendations that relied entirely on treatment effects derived from trials that assessed surrogate endpoints. To date, a disease-free survival benefit has been reported in several neoadjuvant studies and adjuvant immunotherapy has been approved in melanoma based on...
this endpoint, though access challenges persist in some regions. Similarly, event-free survival has been accepted to show the benefit of treatments in high-risk, early stage triple-negative breast cancer. Despite their appeal, the high-risk, early stage triple-negative to show the benefit of treatments in event-free survival has been accepted within some payer groups to step away from the “traditional paradigm of overall survival” and take a more holistic approach to consider the value of neoadjuvant treatment can deliver in a physician’s treatment strategy. In this case, the argument is that physicians are ready to prescribe neoadjuvant treatments to patients, but the healthcare systems (and the payers) are not ready yet.

From a policy perspective, there exist different tools to deal with uncertainty (ranging from horizon scanning to anticipate system readiness to pipeline products, to generation and use of real-world data to better address information gaps). As payers and HTA bodies are more receptive to treatments used in early stage disease settings if uncertainty is reduced, there should be more consideration of these tools. However, some of these mechanisms, such as managed entry agreements, can be particularly complex to implement, even face legal barriers, and add to the challenges for neoadjuvant treatment. Options to address these complexities include efforts to improve data quality and analytic methods and increased clarity and infrastructure for the collection and use of real-world data.

In breast cancer, clinical response can influence the extent of surgery and nodal dissection which, from a patient perspective, also has significant aesthetic and psychological implications. In a neoadjuvant setting as they can provide early evidence of the tumor sensitivity to treatment, may enable more efficient surgical excision, and increase the opportunity to cure early stage tumors. In breast cancer, clinical response can influence the extent of surgery and nodal dissection which, from a patient perspective, also has significant aesthetic and psychological implications. Pathological complete response (absence of invasive cancer in the breast) demonstrated at the time of resection is associated with improved prognosis and decreased risk of recurrence, and has been accepted by some as a surrogate endpoint for overall survival for nonimmunologic therapies. However, the applicability of specific endpoints to assess benefits can vary considerably across different types (and subtypes) of tumors. If the treatment goal is eradication of cancer, in general, prescribers are looking for a long-term outcome benefit (overall survival, event-free survival, disease-free survival, or invasive disease-free survival). In some instances, involvement of multidisciplinary teams can refine research protocols to better support relevant patient outcomes throughout the continuum of the neoadjuvant treatment.

Given the global scope of clinical trials, choices need to be made on which endpoints to measure and the impact that the consequent trial design can have on time to patient access. The difficulties to accept non-overall survival endpoints for reimbursement could lead to a lack of access to treatments, or to significant delays.

Clinicians may find alternative, non-overall survival endpoints such as a biomarker or disease response relevant in general, especially in Europe, payers argue that they want to maintain the high standard of randomized clinical trials based on overall survival and long-term safety data. They are willing to use a different endpoint only if there is a clear relationship between the endpoint and overall survival from clinical studies in relevant disease settings and target populations. Their argument is that “accelerated” regulatory approvals without overall survival data add uncertainty to their decision-making process. However, there are also calls

There is a need to develop a shared understanding of the challenges and discuss the different solutions that could advance the debate on access to neoadjuvant treatment in oncology.

A Fine Line to Travel for Faster Patient Access

Overall, the demands from healthcare decision makers to have more certainty about the value of a medicine needs to be balanced with the desire from patients for faster access to effective treatments, especially in areas of great unmet need. In the oncology space there are numerous endpoints widely accepted to provide patients with novel therapies to treat cancers at later stages (eg, progression-free survival in stage III and IV tumors). However, this willingness has not consistently
translated into treatment for earlier stages of disease. The complexity of the access challenges requires particular alignment between the stakeholders (patient, payers, physicians, regulators, and industry), especially on the consideration of endpoints. To ensure that no opportunity is missed because of the lack of mutual understanding, there should be a joint effort to identify and implement solutions that would enable the development of novel effective medicines and patient access in neoadjuvant oncology settings.
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Predictive algorithms hold the promise to improve healthcare decisions and revolutionize payment models.

To fully harness their potential to improve healthcare and outcomes for all people, there is a need to consciously build fairness considerations into the development and adoption of these models.

At the center of identifying, addressing, and preventing racial biases in algorithms is the need to understand the meaning of race and fairness.

The Promise of Prediction Algorithms

There is growing interest in developing prediction algorithms for healthcare and health economics applications. "Big data" are becoming increasingly available with the integration of electronic health records and the standardization of administrative health databases. More recently, the development of genome informatics and personal health monitoring wearables such as smart watches and GPS trackers further pushes the boundaries of health data, the complexity and volume of which often exceed the capacity of the human brain to comprehend. Machine learning methods and advanced analytical tools enable the meaningful processing of these treasure troves of data, promising to uncover insights from these data that may be hidden from the human eyes and to provide higher quality and more efficient care using personalized diagnoses and treatments based on collective data and knowledge.

Smart algorithms can also be incorporated into health systems to reduce medical errors, recommend appropriate care, or identify patients who will derive the greatest benefit from population health programs.

Algorithms that predict risks of an event, such as disease diagnosis or progression, or death, are frequently found in the clinical literature. These tools can be used in shared decision making to facilitate clinician-patient communication on risks and guide decisions regarding testing and treatment. Smart algorithms can also be incorporated into health systems to reduce medical errors, recommend appropriate care, or identify patients who will derive the greatest benefit from population health programs.¹,²

Predictive models also have been used for forecasting health spending and risk adjustment of health plan payments to facilitate the allocation of appropriate healthcare funding according to individuals' risks.³,⁴ By applying appropriate risk adjustment, health plans and health organizations are incentivized to provide high quality and efficient care while disincentivized from "cherry-picking" healthier individuals.

In addition to increasing processing power and efficiency, there is also hope that the use of algorithms can reduce the conscious and unconscious biases of human decisions. Logical automated algorithms, sometimes perceived as being free from human interference, are believed to have the potential to produce decisions that are devoid of human flaws and biases.

Defining the Problem

In reality, algorithms are often far from being neutral. In fact, because algorithms are developed by humans using data reflecting human behavior, biases can exist at every stage of their development (see Figure). From (1) the collection of raw data (who is and who is not using the health system? Whose data are being captured in the electronic health data records?) and the selection of the model training dataset (who is excluded from the training data?) to (2) making modeling decisions around model inputs and structures, to (3) choosing what metrics to optimize the algorithms on, and finally, to (4) deciding on how to evaluate and implement the model once it is developed, bias can be in each of these steps because human decisions are at every stage. Even if the above steps are perfect, models are trained to mimic the historical data that reflect the world we live in, which is plagued by structural racism and inequality. When algorithms are trained using biased data that are encoded with racial, gender, cultural, and political biases, the results may perpetuate or amplify existing discriminations and inequities.
Algorithms is the need to understand and prevent racial biases in prediction algorithms. At the center of identifying, addressing, and removing or revision of several existing clinical tools is a widely used risk-prediction tool that is the goal, for example, in algorithms that aim to guide individual care plans such as cancer surveillance intensity, not considering race can result in inaccurate prediction that can then lead to inappropriate allocation of treatment, which can also differentially harm racial or ethnicity minority groups. Additionally, the effects of race are often already encoded in other variables in the model. Without fully understanding and incorporating the drivers of the disparities in outcomes, researchers have argued that race-blind models that simply ignore race may not make the algorithms fair.

**When algorithms are trained using biased data that are encoded with racial, gender, cultural, and political biases, the results may perpetuate or amplify existing discriminations and inequities.**

These concerns around race-adjusted algorithms have led to calls for the removal of race in some existing clinical algorithms, such as the estimated glomerular filtration rate (eGFR) and the vaginal birth after cesarean (VBAC) calculators. The inclusion of race as a predictor in the eGFR algorithm resulted in higher eGFR values for Black patients, which suggested better kidney function.7 As a result, Black patients may be less likely than White individuals to be referred to a specialist or receive transplantation, further exacerbating the existing disparities in end-stage kidney diseases and deaths among Black patients. Similarly, the VBAC algorithm systematically produces lower estimates of VBAC success for African American or Hispanics, which may dissuade clinicians from offering trials of labor to people of color and contribute to the high maternal mortality rates among Black mothers. The tools have been widely criticized and in many institutions across the United States, the algorithms were revised to remove the adjustment for race.

**Black patients may be less likely than White individuals to be referred to a specialist or receive transplantation, further exacerbating the existing disparities in end-stage kidney diseases and deaths among Black patients.**

Should race be removed from all algorithms? And more importantly, does the removal of race as a predictor make the algorithms fair? Some have argued that in situations where accurate prognostication is the goal, for example, in algorithms that aim to guide individual care plans such as cancer surveillance intensity, not considering race can result in inaccurate prediction that can then lead to inappropriate allocation of treatment, which can also differentially harm racial or ethnicity minority groups. Additionally, the effects of race are often already encoded in other variables in the model. Without fully understanding and incorporating the drivers of the disparities in outcomes, researchers have argued that race-blind models that simply ignore race may not make the algorithms fair.

**Colorectal Cancer Recurrence as a Case Study**

To further understand the impact of the inclusion or exclusion of race or ethnicity as a predictor in clinical algorithms on model performance, we used colorectal cancer (CRC) recurrence as a case study.
CRC recurrence risk models have been proposed to guide surveillance for recurrence for patients with cancer, the goal of which is to move past one-size-fits-all surveillance approaches and move towards personalized follow-up protocols based on prognostic markers. Patients identified with high risk of recurrence could be recommended for more intensive surveillance, and those with low risk could be recommended for less frequent active surveillance, which can reduce the costs and burden associated with unnecessary visits and tests. Using data from a large integrated healthcare system, we fitted 3 risk prediction models that estimated patients’ risk of recurrence after undergoing resection. One model excluded race/ethnicity as a predictor (“race-blind”); one included race/ethnicity (“race-sensitive”); and the third was a stratified model where separate models were built for each race/ethnicity subgroup. According to standard performance measures based on sensitivity and specificity, such as the area under the ROC curve (AUC), the “race-blind” model performed well on the overall cohort (AUC=0.7) but had differential performance across racial subgroups (AUC ranging from 0.62-0.77).

Additionally, the model had lower sensitivities and higher false-negative rates among minority racial subgroups compared to non-Hispanic White individuals, suggesting that the model may be disproportionately missing more true cases in these minority racial subgroups. The implication of using such an algorithm for decision making is that more individuals in these minority racial subgroups who should be getting resources may not be receiving them. Interestingly, the inclusion of a predictor for race/ethnicity or the use of race stratification did not address the problem of differential performance across racial groups, further underscoring the need for caution when developing and using these algorithms for decision making. Careful consideration of the role of race in prediction models is essential but may not be sufficient, and the simple omission or inclusion of race may not fix the problem of algorithmic bias. It is important for those making or using prediction algorithms to assess and report how these models perform in subgroups to ensure that they are not contributing to health disparities.

**Looking Ahead**

Our case study showed that simply evaluating and reporting algorithm performance using a single metric (eg, AUC) in the overall sample can be misleading and may conceal the models’ differential performance across subpopulations. While our case study illustrated the unfairness in model performance across racial subgroups, it is important to point out that there is no universal definition of fairness and the choice of fairness criteria may depend on the context and decision makers’ value judgment.

Predictive algorithms have the potential to improve healthcare decisions and revolutionize payment models, but to fully harness their potential to improve healthcare and outcomes for all people, there is a need to build ethical considerations into the development and adoption of these models. The shift towards fair algorithms requires transparent and thoughtful model-building approaches and critical appraisal by deliberate users, including clinicians, health systems, researchers, and patients. By incorporating conscious antiracist approaches and engaging the broad community and diverse stakeholders, predictive algorithms carry the potential to fulfill their original promise—to harness data and knowledge to help us make decisions that could lead to better and fairer healthcare for all.
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Treatment Journey of Patients With COVID-19 in US Hospital Settings
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Introduction
While public health measures lowered hospital volume related to COVID-19 after the initial surge in March and April of 2020, the number of COVID-19-related hospital visits was still high throughout 2020.1-4 Furthermore, the number of new cases increased substantially in October 2020 through February 2021, overwhelming the hospital systems again.3,4 Therefore, appropriate allocation of healthcare resources is especially important during the long stretch of a pandemic. To do so, we need a better understanding of the treatment journey of patients with COVID-19—both inpatients and outpatients—including the source of admission, utilizations of intensive care units (ICUs) and invasive mechanical ventilators (IMVs) during their visits.

The main objective of this study is to describe the treatment journey of patients with COVID-19 from the first, or “index” hospital visit to 30 days after discharge for inpatients and hospital-based outpatients in the United States using national real-world data.

Endpoints
Endpoints during an index visit included: point-of-origin (ie, nonhealthcare facility, clinic, transfer from an acute care facility, transfer from a long-term care facility, other), admission through the emergency department (ED) (yes vs no), discharge status (ie, expired, home, home health, transfer to nursing or rehabilitation facility, transfer to another acute care facility, hospice, other), and in-hospital mortality during index visit. For inpatients only, the following endpoints during index hospitalization were also included: ICU admission (yes vs no), IMV use (yes vs no), and extracorporeal membrane oxygenation (ECMO) use (yes vs. no). Endpoints within 30 days after index visit (among patients who did not die during index visit) included: COVID-19-related ED visits, non-ED outpatient visits, hospitalizations (readmissions for inpatients and return hospitalizations for outpatients), hospitalizations with ICU, and inhospital mortality.

Data Source, Study Design, and Population
This study used Premier Healthcare Database (PHD) COVID-19 special release (PHD-SR). PHD-SR is currently being widely used by academic and industrial institutes as well as US government agencies such as the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention and the National Institutes of Health for COVID-19 research.5,6 A retrospective cohort study was performed for all adult (≥18 years old) patients with COVID-19–related visits in the PHD-SR. COVID-19–related inpatient and outpatient visits were identified using the principal or secondary discharge diagnosis of COVID-19 and discharge dates between April 1, 2020 and February 28, 2021. Based on the type of index visit, patients were categorized as either inpatient or outpatient.

Patient, Visit, and Hospital Characteristics
Patient demographic and clinical characteristics assessed at index visit included age, sex, self-reported race and ethnicity, primary insurance payer, and comorbidities. Hospital characteristics included urban/rural population served, teaching status, US census geographical region (ie, Midwest, Northeast, South, or West), and size (ie, 1-299, 300-499, 500+ beds). Comorbidities, including hypertension, history of smoking, morbid obesity, and
individual comorbidities in the Charlson-Deyo Comorbidity Index (CCI) were identified using discharge diagnosis codes during the index visit or any visit to the same hospital within 180 days prior to the index visit. The CCI score categories (0, 1-4, 5+) were also examined using a previously validated method.  

**Statistical Analysis**

We used descriptive statistics to present baseline patient, visit, and hospital characteristics of patients with COVID-19 as well as their treatment journey, separately for inpatients and outpatients. All analyses were performed using SAS version 9.4 (SAS Institute Inc, Cary, North Carolina, USA).

**Results of the Study**

A total of 1,454,780 adult patients with one or more COVID-19-related discharges from 909 hospitals were identified in PHD-SR from April 2020 to February 2021. Of these patients, 481,216 (33.1%) were inpatients in 871 hospitals and 983,564 (66.9%) were outpatients in 895 hospitals at their index visit.

**Characteristics of COVID-19 Inpatients**

Among COVID-19 adult inpatients, the average age was 64.4 years and approximately half were male, about 2/3 were White, 18% were Black, and 17% were Hispanic (Table 1). Comorbidities were common, in the order of hypertension (70.3%), diabetes (42.4%), chronic pulmonary disease (23.6%), morbid obesity (21.3%), chronic kidney disease (18.5%), and congestive heart failure (18.5%). Most patients (45.8%) were hospitalized in the South (reflective of hospitals included in PHD) and in urban hospitals (87.9%), but patients were evenly distributed across small, medium, and large hospitals, categorized by number of beds.

**Characteristics of Hospital-Based COVID-19 Outpatients**

Among 973,564 COVID-19 adult outpatients, the average age was 48.8 years and 44.1% were male, 63.7% were White, 16.5% were Black, and 19.8% were Hispanic (Table). The most common comorbidities were hypertension (22.8%), diabetes (12.2%), and chronic pulmonary disease (8.6%), but 76.8%...
of the patients had 0 CCI score. Most patients (53.1%) visited hospitals in the South (reflective of hospitals included in PHD), urban hospitals (79.9%), and small hospitals (1-299 beds, 45.8%).

Treatment Journey of COVID-19 Inpatients
Most hospitalized patients originated from a nonhealthcare facility (79.9%) or were transferred from another acute care facility (10.1%), and 94.5% of the patients were admitted through the ED (Figure 1). Of these patients, 22.5% required an ICU stay and 12.8% were put on IMV, and 13.9% died during index hospitalization. Less than half of the patients (44.3%) were discharged home; 15.1% were discharged to a nursing or rehabilitation facility and 11.6% were discharged to home health. After discharge, 2.7% returned to the ED and 5.3% were readmitted to the same hospital within 30 days. Among readmitted patients (n=22,017), 24.2% (n=5,377) required ICU admission and 16.8% (n=3,708) died.

Treatment Journey of Hospital-Based COVID-19 Outpatients
Most outpatients originated from a nonhealthcare facility (74.7%) or clinic (18.4%), and 60.2% of the patients were ED outpatients (Figure 2). Non-ED outpatient visits included diagnostic testing (17.4%), clinic visit only (8.5%), observation (3.8%), and same-day surgery (1.7%). Most patients were discharged home (78.5%) after the index outpatient visit. After discharge, 6.5% returned to the ED and 4.1% had a return hospitalization within 30 days. Among hospitalized patients (n=39,626) within 30 days, 17.5% (n=6,953) required ICU admission and 8.6% (n=3,420) died during hospitalization.

Closing Thoughts
Our study is the first to report the journey of patients with COVID-19 in US hospital settings using a national database. We would like to note that 95% of inpatients were admitted through the ED. Furthermore, while the percentage of ED utilization was lower (~60%) among hospital-based outpatients compared to that of inpatients, the absolute number of outpatients utilizing ED exceeded that of inpatients (n=454,871 vs n=586,537). Approximately 6% to 7% of outpatients also had follow-up ED visits within 30 days. High utilization of ED among patients with COVID-19 could also hinder the treatment of without COVID-19 ED patients, consequently extending the impact of pandemic to those needing critical care beyond COVID-19. Our findings highlight the significant role of EDs during a pandemic and the importance of appropriate resource allocation.
This study also showed high utilization of ICU, IMV, and postdischarge healthcare services among inpatients. Almost a quarter of inpatients were admitted to the ICU and 13% needed IMV use during index hospitalization. A substantial proportion of patients needed continued care either through home health services (12%) or nursing or rehabilitation facilities (15%) or other services (15%) after index hospitalization—indicating a severe burden of COVID-19 on various types of healthcare systems. Our study also showed that in-hospital mortality during index hospitalization was relatively high at 14%.

The proportion of ED utilization was high for both inpatients and hospital-based outpatients in the United States. Among inpatients, the utilization of ICU and IMV were high, and greater than a quarter were discharged to home health or nursing/rehabilitation care facility, highlighting the burden of COVID-19 on various sectors of healthcare services.
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How Can Patients Effectively Steer the Ship of Public Policy in the Brazilian Healthcare System?
A Conversation With Aline Silveira Silva, PhD

Section Editor: Marisa Santos, PhD, MD,
Instituto Nacional de Cardiologia,
Rio de Janeiro, Brazil

I spoke with Aline Silveira Silva, PhD, Health Sciences and Technologies, University of Brasília, Brasília, Brazil, about patient and public involvement in the incorporation of new health technologies into the Brazilian Public Health System (SUS) and how it has been rapidly evolving.

Silveira Silva has been working with and researching patient and public involvement in health technology assessment (HTA) for more than 10 years. She is a researcher and independent patient advocate and partner and was a technical advisor for HTA in the Brazilian Ministry of Health.

“Patients need to be told and understand their right to be involved with healthcare decision making. Their involvement now could make an enormous difference for them later and for future generations.”

VOS: How do you see the current situation in SUS in terms of patients’ participation in the adoption of new technologies?
AS: Patient participation (or more commonly called patient and public involvement [PPI]) is a continuous process. In Brazil and Latin America, it has been developing gradually in the last few years. We have seen more interest in the subject and new participation methods. The Brazilian HTA committee (CONITEC) started its activities in 2012, but we only started observing initiatives to encourage social participation in 2014. This is an ongoing process and there is no “one-size-fits-all” model; each country has developed its own method of working with it. In Latin America, other countries such as Colombia, Mexico, and Uruguay show an increased interest in involving citizens and patients lately. Brazil might be in the vanguard of Latin America, but greater systematization and transparency are needed, always having in mind the avoidance of tokenistic participation.

VOS: Could you elaborate on the dangers of “tokenism”?
AS: It’s necessary to provoke this reflection when considering PPI. It’s critical to think about the aim of a patient’s participation, to seek genuine engagement and real impact on the decision making. I always use this emblematic example to illustrate tokenism: a company “sells” inclusion and diversity showing people of color, with disabilities, LGBTQ+ in their marketing campaigns, but none of its employees are part of these under-represented communities.
It’s important to pay attention to not only involve the patient in the HTA process, but to genuinely listen to what they have to say. Patients want to have a voice in the decisions that are made. The impact of patient participation does not have to be necessarily a change in the final decision. It can be a lot bigger than that; it can improve access to healthcare depending on what they bring as colloquial evidence and how this practical evidence is assessed.

**VOS:** Do you believe the patients should have a vote in the deliberative processes in HTA?

**AS:** In my opinion, having patients as individuals with decision-making power is utopian. “Information” (or “communication”) and “consultation” are the most basic levels of participation, and according to the literature, the PPI strategies do not go beyond the consultation level in most HTA bodies that involve patients and the public. And even at this level, patients have reported that sometimes they don’t see their perspectives reflected in the assessment reports, let alone in the decision making. This can be very frustrating and discourage participation.

In Canada, it’s common to follow the Spectrum of Public Participation developed by the International Association for Public Participation, in which we see “involvement,” “collaboration,” and finally “empowerment” as the highest level of participation when the final decision making is in the hands of the public. However, this last level is unlikely to be achieved in our field, which ideally needs to consider a multistakeholder perspective. That’s why I believe in pursuing true collaboration, to partner with the public and patients in each aspect of the decision.

**VOS:** For HTA, including medications and devices, Brazil has a one-of-a-kind deliberation process. The preliminary decisions are subject to public comments, called “public consultation.” Methodologists have criticized the procedure of public consultation; what are your thoughts on it? What are the barriers for effective contributions?

**AS:** The objective of my doctoral project was to analyze the Brazilian advances regarding social involvement in the incorporation of Health Technologies into SUS, bringing proposals of feasible strategies to encourage this involvement. Public consultation is the main participation tool in the Brazilian HTA process. However, the society does not know how the results of the public consultation are assessed. It’s one of the barriers found in our study which highlights the lack of a methodology and systematization of this PPI process and the public consultation itself. I once presented results regarding the Brazilian PPI to a Canadian audience and they were shocked that a public consultation on a rare condition in Brazil received 30,000 comments.

With this volume, how can we have qualified contributions and how is this being analyzed? There was a project led by a Brazilian research institution where the general objective was to qualify CONITEC’s public consultation process, to develop methods to analyze and synthesize the received comments. However, I am not aware of its completion nor implementation. It’s important to communicate that a public consultation is not the same as voting; the inputs should be qualified and it would be great to have a systematized methodology to analyze them.

**VOS:** Patients and lay people can take part in HTA in Brazil by testimony (“patient experience”) and public experience. What is your tip for more effective participation for patients and lay people?

**AS:** HTA bodies need to reflect on their PPI process, evaluate it, and seek genuine patient and public involvement to show its impact with maximum transparency. And citizens and patients need to be told and understand their right to be involved with healthcare decision making. Their involvement now could make an enormous difference for them later and for future generations. We, mainly in Latin America, need to lose the fear of speaking up and get more engaged in public decision making, including in the HTA process.
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